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Program
Monday 11th November
Workshops:

Scion Workshop - Meet at S-block at 8am for the transport to Scion in Rotorua (approximately 1h 30
mins drive)
Advanced fluorescence
10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
Manuka Room, Scion, Rotorua

Waikato Workshops – Please assemble in S-block at 9:45 so we can guide you to your venue.
Lunch at 12:00
Introduction to Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) and Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction
(TKD)
10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
S-Block, Room S.1.10, University of Waikato
OME (Open Microscopy Environment) - Imaging workflows in OMERO
10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
Computer Lab MSB.0.29, Waikato Management School, University of Waikato
A romp through the meadow of Image Analysis into the land of Machine Learning
10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
S-Block, SB.01, University of Waikato

Auckland Workshop – Friday 15th November
Meet at Main reception desk (purple booth) in the Atrium Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences
(opposite Auckland City Hospital)
85 Park Road, Grafton, Jacqui’s mobile is 0211072526
STED (Stimulated Emission Depletion) Workshop
Friday 15th of November 10:00 – 17:00
Biomedical Imaging Research Unit, The University of Auckland

Registration and Mixer – Monday evening
6pm Foyer – Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts
After the workshops on Monday delegates can come and unwind at a casual welcome reception. The
Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts is located on campus a short walk from the conference venue and
on-campus accommodation.
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Tuesday 12th November
9:00 am

Conference Opening
- Mihi Whakatau - Mr. Taki Turner
Waikato-Tainui (Turangawaewae Marae, Te Awamarahi Marae)
Kaumātua for the University of Waikato
- Welcome to University of Waikato – Prof Geoff Holmes, Dean Health Engineering
Computing and Science
- Welcome to the 29th Conference on Microscopy – Duane Harland, Society President

9:20 am

10:00 am

Opening plenary, Prof. Juliet Gerrard, Chief Science Advisor to the Prime Minister Putting the Prime Minister’s Chief Science Advisor under the microscope
Coffee Break
Session 1 Duane Harland- Chairperson

10:30 am
10:50 am
11:10 am
11:30 am

Marina Richena, Ultrastructure and high-resolution chemical mapping: a new approach to
unravel properties of wool fibres.
Kirti Prakash, Correlative STED and SMLM, without demons.
Alice Young (MNZ Award), Time-temperature-precipitation characteristics of nitride
penetration in austenitic stainless steel.
Ian Hallett, Overexpression of a gene for polygalacturonase in apple.

11:50 am

Gavin Symonds, High speed super-resolution imaging using quadratic lattice sim
microscopy.

12:10 am

Lunch Break
Session 2 Ian Hallett - Chairperson

13:10 pm

Duane Harland, Hair with a twist, data mining and electron tomography.

13:30 pm

David Baddeley, High content super-resolution microscopy.

13:50 pm

14:30 pm

Kim Paras (MNZ Award), How can microscopy help advance understanding of somatic
embryogenesis in conifers?
Carola Thoni, Resolution revolution - From 200 nm to 1 nm resolution in light-microscopy
in 22 years.
Kevin Grant, Correlative light and 3-D SEM techniques for bio-medical research.

14:50 pm

Tenaya Driller, Maple sap exudation: A glimpse inside the tree stem.

15:10 pm

Coffee Break

15:30 pm

Boyin Liu, Current state of CryoEM in life sciences.

15:50 pm

Allan Mitchell, The application of high pressure freezing and freeze substitution to the
study of viral infection with the transmission electron microscope.

16:15 pm

AGM – Microscopy NZ

18:00 pm

Micro Mixer

14:10 pm

After the first day of conference please join us for a casual buffet dinner at the Gallagher Academy of
Performing Arts. A cash bar is available.
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Wednesday 13th November
9:20 am

10:00 am

Keynote, Prof. Jason Swedlow, OME’s Bio-Formats, OMERO, & IDR: Making BioImage
Data FAIR
Coffee Break
Session 3 Jacqui Ross - Chairperson

10:30 am
10:50 am
11:10 am
11:00 am
11:50 am

Nadishka Jayawarden, Oncolytic Seneca Valley virus structure and structural insights
into receptor specificity.
Greg Sands, MµSIC – Macro-micro-structural imaging of cleared human cardiac tissue
using a novel confocal microscope.
Ria Rebstock, It takes two to tango: Ripening biology in kiwifruit.
Hamid Soleimaninejad, Fluorescence Anisotropy Imaging Microscopy (FAIM): A new
approach with multiple applications from cell morphology1 to energy migration dynamics
Stephan Saalfeld, A scalable open-source analysis framework for large microscopy
volumes.

12:10 am

Lunch Break

13:10 pm

Posters
Session 4 Allan Mitchell - Chairperson

13:50 pm

Jacqueline Ross, Optical coherence tomography; a complement to optical microscopy.

14:10 pm

14:50 pm

Paul Sutherland, Differences in cell wall structure may contribute to the physical
properties of apple skin and influence fruit quality.
AJ Schmidt, Simultaneous polychromatic immunofluorescent staining of tissue sections
and consecutive imaging of up to 7 parameters by standard confocal microscopy.
Graeme Jones, Educational microscopy for schools.

15:10 pm

Coffee Break

15:30 pm
15:50 pm

Sailakshmi Velamoor, Understanding keratin intermediate filament formation in the wool
follicle using electron microscopy.
Lloyd Donaldson, Extractives in Douglas-fir wood – Effects on cell wall porosity.

16:10 pm

Praju Vikas Anekal, NOBIAS, A new network of biomedical image analysis.

14:30 pm

16:30 pm
16:50 pm
18:00 pm

Conference Dinner – Vilagrad Winery, Buses leave S-block at 6pm (TBC)
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Thursday 14th November
10:00 am

Coffee Break

Session 5 Lloyd Donaldson - Chairperson
10:30 am

Keynote, Prof. Reynald Gauvin, Analytical STEM at 30 keV

11:10 am

11:50 am

Leandro Bolzoni, Powder metallurgy of cost-effective Ti alloys – A microscopy
perspective
Mansoor Khan, Nanocharacterisation of surface morphology of gold-based plasmonic
sensor for performance optimisation.
Carsten Minten, Leica THUNDER Imager – Decode 3D biology in real time.

12:10 am

Lunch Break

13:00 pm

End of conference

13:00 pm

Post conference tour of Hobbiton

11:30 am

Friday 15th November

10:00 am

STED (Stimulated Emission Depletion) Workshop
Friday 15th of November 10:00 – 17:00
Biomedical Imaging Research Unit, The University of Auckland
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Talks
Session 1
Putting the Prime Minister’s Chief Science Advisor under the microscope
Gerrard J A
The University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142, New Zealand

In this session I will give an overview of my role and how we frame our activities around four principles:
rigorous, accessible, transparent and inclusive. I’ll give some examples of projects that we have worked
on in the last 18 months, and leave some time for questions and discussion with the audience.
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Ultrastructure and high-resolution chemical mapping: A new approach to
unravel properties of wool fibres
Richena M, Deb-Choudhury S, Plowman JE, Harland DP
AgResearch, Crown Research Institute, Lincoln, New Zealand
Email: marina.richena@agresearch.co.nz
Key Words: wool, human hair, keratin fibres, synchrotron infrared microscopy, chemical mapping
Abstract
Wool fibres are complex. Although mainly made up of proteins (65 – 95% by weight), they are composed
of over 100 different structural proteins and have distinct structural elements scaling from millimetres to
nanometres. The properties of keratin fibres are determined by combined chemical components, protein
conformation and morphological aspects in single fibres. Considering the complexity of this sample,
combined techniques are essential for better understanding this biological system and it is important for
supporting future research in the areas of advanced fibre applications, as well as development of
innovative materials. To study its mechanical properties, Romney wool fibres were extended and held for
a set period close to their elastic limit. After being released, fibres were aligned in plastic frames,
dehydrated and embedded in resin. Control fibres were prepared in the same manner but without
stretching. Cross-sections were obtained for Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis and the
polished block surface used for high-resolution chemical mapping in Synchrotron Infrared
Microspectroscopy (IRM). TEM results showed that orthocortex and paracortex tended to be distributed
across the fibre in two aggregate clusters, a cord of paracortical cells was observed in the Romney wool.
IRM chemical mapping showed that, the keratin secondary structure in both, stretched and non-stretched
wool, is mainly composed of alpha-helix in orthocortex and beta-sheet in paracortex. TEM and IRM
results were obtained in very similar morphological surfaces, showing to be a very good approach to
combine chemical mapping with ultrastructure aspects. The next step will be use chemical markers to cap
the broken bonds in mechanically damaged wool and determine if some regions of fibres are more critical
than others for maintaining structural integrity.
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Correlative STED and SMLM, without demons
Kirti Prakash
Department of Pediatrics, Wellcome-MRC Cambridge Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, CB20QQ, UK.
Email: kp511@cam.ac.uk
Keywords: superresolution microscopy, single molecule localization microscopy, non-coherent
illumination source, STED, UV activation
Abstract
The spatial resolution of light microscopy is continuously being pushed with the development of new
technologies. The significant milestones have been Confocal, 4Pi, Two-photon microscopy, STED, Zero
point STED, SIM, PALM, STORM. Recently, correlative light microscopy techniques have further pushed
the spatial resolution down to a few nanometres. MINFLUX, a correlative STED and SMLM technique,
requires very few photons and is based on adaptive updating of positions and localisation precision. The
perfect localisation is described by the authors to be achievable upon the aide from "a supernatural being,
a demon (1)." While the requirement of fewer photons for accurate localisation is much desired, the
access to a demon might not be readily available. Moreover, the technique has only been demonstrated
on DNA origami and bacterial samples (for tracking) which can be a limiting factor for biological research.
Here, I demonstrate that using deep UV reactivation (350 to 380 nm lamp excitation) instead of 405 nm
laser, correlative STED and SMLM can be performed on real biological samples (mouse meiotic
chromosomes) using a simple imaging medium (2). This technique, termed as inSTED, can be used by
any scientist to generate high-resolution images and provides an open framework for correlative
microscopy. Lastly, I hope the new photophysical observations reported here will pave the way for more
in-depth investigations on the mechanisms underlying the excitation, photobleaching and photoactivation
of a fluorophore.
1. Balzarotti, Francisco, et al. Nanometer resolution imaging and tracking of fluorescent molecules with
minimal photon fluxes. Science (2016). aak9913.
2. Prakash, Kirti. High-density superresolution microscopy with an incoherent light source and a
conventional epifluorescence microscope setup. bioRxiv (2017). 121061.
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Time-temperature-precipitation characteristics of nitride penetration in
austenitic stainless steel
Young AM, Kral MV, Bishop CM - MNZ Young Microscopist Award
University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch, New Zealand
Email: alice.young@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
Keywords: Austenitic stainless steel, nitridation, phase transformations, kinetics
Abstract
Service conditions in petrochemical plants create a driving force for nitrogen uptake in austenitic
stainless-steel piping, resulting in formation of internal nitride precipitates. Nitrides have been associated
with loss of ductility in steels. Characterisation of nitride penetration kinetics is critical to understanding
the evolution of both microstructure and mechanical properties during service. For the widely used Alloy
800H, experimental data was previously available only at 1000 °C, and a lack of phase stability and
diffusion data meant that nitridation behaviour at service temperatures of 800-900 °C was unknown.
Furthermore, the applicability of theoretical kinetic models, such as Wagner’s classical oxidation theory
had not been evaluated for this alloy. An integrated experimental and theoretical approach was taken to
study nitridation of Incoloy 800H. Samples were nitrided at temperatures 800-1000 °C for 50-750 hrs in
95%N2/5%H2 atmosphere. Precipitates were characterised using optical and scanning electron
microscopy. A combination of EDS, EBSD, and high-resolution imaging methods was used.
Thermodynamic equilibrium and diffusion data was generated for 800H using Thermo-Calc and DICTRA.
Analysis focussed on AlN, Cr2N and CrN nitride phases. Both experimental observations and calculated
thermodynamic and kinetic information were used to evaluate the assumptions in Wagner’s classical
oxidation theory. Kinetic models for nitride penetration were determined and experimentally validated.
Time-temperature-precipitation diagrams for AlN and Cr2N penetration in 800H were constructed. This
work presents thermodynamic and kinetic information not previously available for 800H at servicerelevant temperatures. It also demonstrates the power of combining such information with microscopy to
better understand microstructural evolution.
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Overexpression of a gene for polygalacturonase in apple
Hallett IC1, Schröder R1, Gunaseelan K1, Rebstock RS1, Khanal BP2, Ninan A1, Prakash R1, Knoche M2,
Schaffer RJ3 and Atkinson RG1
1

The New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Limited, Private Bag 92169, Auckland 1142,
New Zealand
2 Institute for Horticultural Production Systems, Leibniz-University Hannover, Herrenhäuser Straße 2,
30419, Hannover, Germany
3 The New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Limited, 55 Old Mill Rd, Motueka, New Zealand
Email: ian.hallett@plantandfood.co.nz
Keywords: Cell walls, pectin, gene expression, apple fruit development.
Abstract
Softening in apples is a negative characteristic, and cultivars that soften slowly during storage are desired
by the industry. Polygalacturonases (PGs) are plant cell wall enzymes involved in fruit softening. They
breakdown homogalacturonan, a cell wall pectin that is a major component of the middle lamella that
sticks cells together. Although a number of genes for PG occur in apple, only one (PG1) is highly
expressed during ripening. Our work has previously shown that down-regulation of PG1 in apple fruit
altered firmness, tensile strength and water loss, whilst overexpression in leaves affected leaf colour, leaf
shedding and conductance and anatomy of stomata. Apple fruit from lines overexpressing
polygalacturonase PG1 (PGox) are faster to soften than wildtype; exhibit separation of cells particularly in
the hypodermal layers of the fruit, resulting in internal cavities; and show high water loss associated with
cuticular cracking. Despite the physical changes, little change was seen in immunolabelling for pectins,
including homogalacturonan, and chemical changes to the cell wall were minimal. On the basis of
indicators of maturity: seed darkening, starch to sugar conversion and ethylene production, the PGox
apples appeared to mature earlier than wildtype apples. Although literature suggests oligosaccharides
from breakdown of pectin may induce faster fruit maturation, we found no evidence for higher amounts of
such molecules in PGox fruit. The minimal cell wall changes observed amidst the striking differences in
phenotype of PGox and wildtype apples raises questions about the action of polygalacturonase on cell
walls during ripening of apple fruit
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High speed super-resolution imaging using quadratic lattice sim microscopy
Gavin Symonds, Carl Zeiss
Abstract
Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) has emerged as a versatile Super-Resolution (SR) imaging
technique ever since it was pioneered by Gustaffson [1]. When compared with other SR techniques, SIM
has several advantages including its ability to be used with standard sample preparation and fluorophores
as well as reduced photodamage. However, using classic SIM live cell imaging of dynamic processes is
challenging. In classic SIM multiple images with shifting illumination pattern are acquired with at least
three rotations of the line grid which is time-consuming and limits the maximum achievable frame rate.
Using a 3D pattern of points (Lattice SIM) [2], the need for rotation of the grid is eliminated, enabling
faster acquisition of raw images. Moreover, lattice illumination provides a better modulation contrast. In
this talk, we present several applications of the lattice SIM technique. We demonstrate for example
imaging of U2Os cells expressing mEmerald-GFP tagged endosomal transport marker (Rab5a), and
tdTomato tagged Golgi and Golgi associated transport marker at >200 fps, allowing the detection of rapid
events.
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Session 2
Hair with a twist, data mining and electron tomography
Harland DP1, Novotná V1,2, Richena M1, Bostina M3, Velamoor S1,3, McKinnon AJ3,4
1

AgResearch, Crown Research Institute, Lincoln, New Zealand
Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic
3 University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
4 Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
2

Email: duane.harland@agresearch.co.nz
Key Words: electron tomography; hair; wool; handedness; keratin
Abstract
Confirming if twist in ultrastructure is left or right handed can be challenging; we faced this in hair, and
here is how we solved it. Mammalian hair fibres are primarily composed of cornified keratin intermediate
filaments (KIFs) in bundles called macrofibrils, which are about 500 nm in diameter and of uncertain
length. Often KIFs are helically arranged around the macrofibril axis, with a helical pitch increasing
linearly from macrofibril core to edge. Our earlier work, modelling macrofibril structure from electron
tomograms hinted that both left and right-handed forms exist; here we investigated further. We data
mined 41 electron tomograms each containing multiple macrofibrils from previous studies of human hair
and wool. In all we examined 644 macrofibrils and found that tomograms contained either only righthanded or only left-handed macrofibrils. Weird, we thought. Meta-data indicated that handedness
universally changed around October 2004—very suspicious. We concluded that earlier reports of left and
right handed macrofibrils were due to artefacts of imaging or data processing. We then validated this
conclusion by re-imaging some of the original sections from earlier studies and used a handedness
marker to establish that all macrofibrils are left-handed. The result is important for understanding keratin
materials and their self-assembly. Also, our result means that hair/wool may be used as a marker for
handedness. It was only possible because: 1) data was archived; 2) standard file types were used, in this
case MRC; 3) sample blocks and grids were archived; 4) a record system connecting these was
maintained.
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High content super-resolution microscopy
Barentine, A1, Chung KC1, Lin, Y1, Grace, M1, Balduf, L1, Bewersdorf, J1, Baddeley, D.1,2
1Department
2Auckland

of Cell Biology, Yale University, USA
Bioengineering Institute, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Email: d.baddeley@auckland.ac.nz
Key Words: Super-resolution, high throughput, big data, STORM
Abstract
Super-resolution microscopy methods such as PALM and STORM allow resolution on the scale of a few
10s or nm using visible light and are becoming increasingly mainstream. The typical PALM/STORM
experiment, however, is still time consuming, labour intensive, and looks only at a very small number of
cells. As a result, the interpretation of results obtained is often also rather qualitative. I will discuss our
realization of a high–throughput super-resolution platform capable of automatically imaging of 10,000
cells in day, and our approach for handling the significant (~70TB/day) volume of data produced. I will
also touch on our efforts to improve quality, ease of use, and to extract as much information out of data
as possible. The combination of super-resolution and high-throughput allows us to image large
populations of cells on molecular length scales, and to compare the results to population-based methods
such as genomics.
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How can microscopy help advance understanding of somatic
embryogenesis in conifers?
Paras KM, Reeves C, and Krajňáková J - MNZ Young Microscopist Award
Scion, Private Bag 3020, Rotorua 3046, New Zealand
Email: Kim.Paras@scionresearch.com
Keywords: Somatic embryogenesis, pro-embryogenic masses (PEMs), vital staining
Abstract
Somatic embryogenesis (SE) has been a focal point of plant development and propagation research
worldwide. This process utilises the totipotency of plant somatic cells in which they possess the capacity,
under appropriate conditions, to develop into embryos and to regenerate an entire plant. With the recent
Forest Growers Research Partnership Project, we intend to transform the NZ forestry industry with the
development of automated somatic embryogenesis system using bioreactors. In order to efficiently
regulate the formation of plants through SE, however, a clear understanding of how somatic embryos
develop is needed. In SE, there are 3 dynamic developmental stages of embryo: (1) pro-embryogenic
masses (PEMs), which are classified into three morphologically distinct phases (I, II and III), (2) the
transdifferentiation of PEM III into early somatic embryos (ESE), and (3) the development of ESE into a
mature somatic embryo. Previous studies have shown that the inability of most embryogenic cell lines to
form well-developed somatic embryos is associated with a disturbed or arrested PEM-to-somatic embryo
transition, and that only ESE can differentiate to mature embryos. Therefore, visualising PEMs structures
using microscopy would enable efficient isolation of appropriate embryogenic cell lines at earlier stages,
ensuring efficiency in somatic embryo maturation and in transformation methodology.
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Resolution revolution - from 200 nm to 1 nm resolution in light-microscopy
in 22 years
Thoni, C
Lastek Pty Ltd, Thebarton Campus, University of Adelaide, 10 Reid Street, Thebarton SA 5031, Australia
Email: carola.thoni@lastek.com.au
Key Words: Super-resolution, light Microscopy, nanoscopy, STED, MINFLUX
Abstract
In the early 1990s everybody believed that the resolution of a light microscope is limited by the
wavelength of light. Then in 1994 the idea of STED was born, and now in 2019 we can routinely achieve
STED resolution between 25 and 30 nm with a light microscope, and by applying advanced STED
techniques like RESCue STED and DyMIN we can image living cells in 3 dimensions and time. For this
work Stefan Hell received the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2014. In December 2016 Stefan Hell has
achieved resolutions of about 1 nm with a light microscope using MINFLUX. With STED we have an
excitation beam and a doughnut shaped depletion beam, depleting the fluorescence in the outer PSF and
leaving only a small spot in the middle of the PSF. In MINFLUX imaging we use a doughnut shaped
excitation beam. When the hole of the doughnut is over the fluorescent particle, we get no fluorescence
back. Therefore, we place the exciting doughnut in 4 positions close to the fluorescent particle and can
detect a different number of photons at each position, with the lowest number closest to the middle of the
doughnut. By fitting the intensities at the 4 positions to the shape of the doughnut we are now able to
define the position of the particle with a precision close to 1 nm. 1 nm is the final goal for resolution in
fluorescence microscopy, because this is roughly the size of fluorescent dyes labelling structures of
interest.
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Correlative light and 3-D SEM techniques for bio-medical research
Kevin Grant, Carl Zeiss Microscopy
Abstract
Scanning electron microscopy has emerged as a powerful tool in helping develop our understanding of
biological ultrastructure. Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) are easy to use and, because their single
image field of view, allow for important contextual information to be simultaneously incorporated into the
large-scale, high-resolution images that are critical to many fields of biomedical research. Modern SEMs
can image sensitive tissue samples with enhanced axial resolution and without causing damage and offer
improved opportunities to automate the generation of structural data at a wide range of resolutions. These
advantages, coupled with new technology such as focal charge compensation (which allows challenging
tissue samples to be imaged under optimal, high-vacuum conditions without them charging) have
contributed to the rapid uptake of SEM-based techniques that allow fast, high-precision, high-resolution 3D imaging of biological samples. To harness the true power of modern SEM-based 3-D imaging
techniques, however, one must often couple images from multiple, different imaging modalities. Often
these data have been collected at different length scales – and nowhere is this more apparent and critical
to the workflow than in the fast-growing field of cryo-TEM. A key challenge with cryo-TEM imaging is that
molecules of interest are removed from their context within the cell. This means that the relationship
between the observed cellular structure and the biological ultrastructure is unknown. Multi-modal 3-D
imaging provides an elegant solution to resolve this uncertainty. We will present a complete multi-modal
workflow that allows target species to be identified and prepared while they still exist in their natural state.
3-D datasets are then acquired using light microscopy to reveal the x, y and z position of the structure of
interest within the cell or tissue. The sample then is transferred to the focused ion beam scanning
electron microscope where the coordinates recorded under light microscope are used to accurately
relocate the subsurface structure of interest. Simultaneously imaging and milling then exposes the target
region of interest. This guided, simultaneous acquisition serves two key purposes. Firstly, it yields images
detailing the cellular contrast of the unstained frozen sample (ultimately providing a 3-D image of the
surrounding ultrastructure) and, secondly it provides continual visual feedback while milling. This later
aspect is critical to ensuring that the lamella truly contains the structure of interest and vastly improves
the yield of quality lamella for subsequent structural examination in the cryo-TEM.
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Maple sap exudation: a glimpse inside the tree stem
Driller T, Holland D, Watson MJ
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand
Email: Tenaya.driller@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
Keywords: MicroCT, synchrotron, winter biology, plant structure, 3D visualization
Abstract
Maple syrup is derived from the sugary sap extracted from sugar maple (Acer saccharum) trees. These
trees develop raised internal pressures during cold winter months, leading to springtime sap exudation.
The mechanisms responsible for sap exudation in maple trees have yet to be fully understood. The
existence of gas-filled fibres and the presence of sucrose within the vessels of the tree stem as well as
the effects of continuous freeze-thaw events during the winter months are thought to be the main
contributing factors. This research uses the combined results from different imaging techniques in order
to develop a comprehensive understanding of the unique processes occurring within the tree stem, that
result in springtime sap exudation. Samples from two-year-old sugar maple saplings were analysed using
light optical and scanning electron microscopy providing detailed information on the structure, size, and
location the various types of cellular structures within sugar maple xylem. X-ray micro-computed
tomography (microCT) and synchrotron-based microCT were used to produce three dimensional
visualizations of sugar maple saplings in a natural, hydrated state providing valuable information on the
water-filled versus air-filled vessels of maple xylem. Synchrotron-based microCT imaging allowed us to
image small maple saplings in-situ during an induced freeze-thaw cycle, providing the first-ever evidence
of the microstructural events occurring within sugar maple stem in response to a freeze-thaw cycle. In the
combined results from different imaging experiments, we have provided valuable insight to the processes
that occur within a sugar maple tree stem resulting in springtime sap exudation.
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Session 3
Current state of cryo-EM in life sciences
Boyin Liu, Ryan Shaw, Thermo Fisher Scientific
Abstract
Cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) of biological structures has grown to become a powerful technique for
three-dimensional (3D) structure determination of biological molecules. The big step forward came from
the development of various technology that span the range from sample vitrification to electronic
detectors and image processing programs.
There are a number of CryoEM workflows used for 3D structure determination as shown in Figure 1. In
Single Particle Analysis (SPA), protein complexes or viruses are embedded in thin vitreous ice at their
near native state. The 2D projections are recorded at low dose condition by direct electron detector
(DDD) device which significantly improves signal-to-noise ratio. Then the projections are classified and
averaged into representative images and finally refined into high resolution 3D structures. In Cryo
Electron Tomography (CryoET), protein complexes are studied in situ on a cellular lamella that is
prepared by Focused Ion Beam at cryogenic condition (CryoFIB). Tilt series of targeted cellular or protein
structures are collected at low dose condition and then reconstructed into virtual tomograms, from where
selected 3D volumes of interested structures can be further classified and averaged using subtomogram
averaging technique to determine high resolution 3D structure. Microcrystal Electron Diffraction (MicroED)
is an emerging workflow that uses electron crystallography to determine the structure of radiationsensitive biological materials. In MicroED, thin 3D crystal is diffracted using very few electrons as the
stage is continuously rotated. Data can then be analyzed using routine software for X-ray crystallography.
The development of TEM optics, direct electron detectors and computation algorithm in recent years has
resulted in continuous improvements in the resolution of 3D structures (Figure 2). It assists biologists to
address crucial problems in areas such as infectious diseases, oncology, and neurogenerative diseases,
which were published in high profile journals (Figure 3).
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The application of high pressure freezing and freeze substitution to the
study of viral infection with the transmission electron microscope
Allan Mitchell1, Seo Hyun Kim, Alison Mercer, Alice Dunn, Laura Burga2, Sai Velamoor2, Sharon
Lequeux1, Mihnea Bostina2
1
2

OMNI-EM, University of Otago, PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, University of Otago, PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand

Email: allan.mitchell@otago.ac.nz
Key Words: high pressure freezing, freeze substitution, viral infection, transmission electron microscope
Abstract
Transmission electron microscopy is an invaluable tool in the study of viral infection of cells. This includes
the cell entry, the ultrastructural changes induced in the host cells during virus replication, the assembly
of new virions and the mechanisms of release from the host cell. Historically these studies have been
undertaken using conventional specimen preparation methods including chemical fixation. Although a
wealth of information has been obtained over the decades, there have also always been limitations to this
approach. This presentation will discuss the use of high pressure freezing and freeze substitution in the
study of viral infections. Examples will be used from studies being undertaken at the University of Otago
including; 1. Investigating the infection site of Deformed Wing Virus (DWV) in honey bee antennae, 2.
Exploring the cellular remodelling during infection of Seneca Valley Virus (SVV), a novel oncolytic agent i,
and 3. Gaining a better understanding of Oryctes-infecting Nudivirus (OrNV) and its potential as a
biological control of Rhinoceros beetle. This presentation will also present some preliminary data on
preparing virus infected host cells for serial block face scanning electron microscopy (SBF-SEM).
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Session 4
OME’s Bio-Formats, OMERO, & IDR: Making BioImage Data FAIR
Jason R. Swedlow
Centre for Gene Regulation & Expression, University of Dundee, UK
Glencoe Software, Seattle, USA and Dundee, UK
Abstract
Despite significant advances in biological imaging and analysis, major informatics challenges remain
unsolved: file formats are proprietary, storage and analysis facilities are lacking, as are standards for
sharing image data and results. The Open Microscopy Environment (OME; http://openmicroscopy.org) is
an open-source software framework developed to address these challenges. OME releases specifications
and software for managing image datasets and integrating them with other scientific data. OME’s BioFormats and OMERO are used in 1000’s of labs worldwide to enable discovery with imaging.
We have used Bio-Formats and OMERO to build solutions for sharing and publishing imaging data. The
Image Data Resource (IDR; https://idr.openmicroscopy.org) includes image data linked to >70
independent studies from genetic, RNAi, chemical, localisation and geographic high content screens,
super-resolution microscopy, and digital pathology. Datasets range from several GBs to tens of TBs.
Wherever possible, we have integrated image data with all relevant experimental, imaging and analytic
metadata. With this metadata integration, we have identified gene networks that link to cellular
phenotypes. We have also built cloud-based analysis tool portals to catalyse the re-use and re-analysis of
published imaging data. Through OME’s commercial arm, Glencoe Software, we have built PathViewer
(http://www.glencoesoftware.com/products/pathviewer/), a web-based WSI visualisation and annotation
tool that is used in academic medical centres and 10 pharmaceutical companies and for digital pathology
data sharing, atlases, analysis and also for e-learning in medical education.
I’ll present our latest work on linking genotypes and phenotypes in IDR, and our proposals for next
generation data formats and public resources for imaging.
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Oncolytic Seneca Valley virus structure and structural insights into receptor
specificity
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Abstract
Recently, the use of oncolytic viruses in cancer therapy has become a realistic therapeutic option.
Seneca Valley Virus (SVV) is a newly discovered picornavirus, which has earned a significant reputation
as a potent oncolytic agent. Anthrax toxin receptor 1 (ANTXR1), one of the cellular receptors for the
protective antigen secreted by Bacillus anthracis, has been identified as the high-affinity cellular receptor
for SVV. However, the high-resolution information on SVV-ANTXR1 interaction sites remained poorly
understood, thereby hampering the potential to develop SVV mutant in future oncovirotherapy. Here, we
report the structures of SVV virion, procapsid and SVV-ANTXR1 complex determined by single-particle
cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) at near atomic resolution. Cryo-EM reconstructions show that the
SVV procapsid shares a similar antigenicity to that of mature virion and binds ANTXR1. In SVV-ANTXR1
complex, ANTXR1 decorates the outer surface of the SVV capsid and interacts with the surface-exposed
BC loop and loop II of VP1, “the puff” of VP2 and “the knob” of VP3. Comparison of the receptor-bound
capsid structure with the native capsid structure reveals that receptor binding induces minor
conformational changes in SVV capsid structure, suggesting the role of ANTXR1 as an attachment
receptor. Our results demonstrate that the capsid footprint on the receptor is not conserved in anthrax
toxin receptor 2 (ANTXR2), thereby providing a molecular mechanism for explaining the exquisite
selectivity of SVV for ANTXR1. Our findings lay the foundation to construct potent virus mutants with
specific cancer tropism that can escape host antibody response in future treatments.
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MµSIC – Macro-micro-structural imaging of cleared human cardiac tissue
using a novel confocal microscope
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Smaill BH1
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Abstract
Understanding the way in which changes in electrical coupling affect electrical function in the heart
requires 3D imaging of myocardial microstructure. Current imaging technologies are unable to image
sufficiently large volumes of tissue at sub-cellular resolutions. We have designed and constructed a
novel high-throughput line-scanning confocal microscope that acquires sub-micron resolution images of
cleared tissue over dimensions of tens of millimetres. The MµSIC (Macro-micro-Structural Imaging of
Cleared tissue) microscope acquires multiple wavelengths of fluorescence through an Olympus 25x/NA
1.0 multi-immersion objective lens onto a Hamamatsu sCMOS camera at rates of up to 20,000 lines per
second. We have studied specimens from the left and right ventricles of failing human hearts explanted
during heart transplantation and donor hearts not used for transplantation (IHU LIRYC, Bordeaux,
France). Samples were labelled with wheat-germ agglutinin (WGA) and antibodies for connexin-43
(Cx43) or sodium channels (NaV1.5), then cleared using modified CUBIC clearing protocols, and
mounted in an imaging bath. Linear stages scan the sample beneath the microscope, allowing imaging
over dimensions up to 20 mm x 20 mm x 5 mm. The resulting 3D image data can be several terabytes in
size and requires sophisticated image processing algorithms to deconvolve and reconstruct the entire 3D
image. Subsequent processing quantifies details of microstructural organisation and tissue coupling
which are used in computational models of cardiac electrical function.
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It takes two to tango: Ripening biology in kiwifruit
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Abstract
Kiwifruit consists of three main tissue zones: the outer pericarp, the inner pericarp, and the core.
Although these tissues comprise different cell types, have different firmness when harvested, and soften
at different rates, the usual outcome is a fruit that, when eating ripe, has a soft melting texture throughout
all tissue zones. However, genotypes have been found where softening is not in sync (asynchronous). In
some instances, the core tissue remains firm (hard core incidence), whilst the outer pericarp has reached
edible softness; when the core tissue finally reaches edible softness, the outer pericarp is overripe or
senescent. The reverse has also been found, where the core tissue reaches senescence much earlier
than the outer pericarp (soft core incidence). This asynchronous softening is genetically determined, as it
occurs at different fruit maturity and storage temperatures. To determine how the ripening biology of the
core and the surrounding pericarp tissue of such asynchronously softening genotypes differs from
genotypes that soften normally, we investigated cell structure, localisation of polysaccharide epitopes in
the cell walls, expression of softening-associated genes including ethylene perception and production,
and sugar composition of cell walls. Our goal was to find the regulators of softening, their genetics, and
how the tissues zones communicate in order to soften and ‘tango’.
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Fluorescence anisotropy imaging microscopy (FAIM): A new approach with
multiple applications from cell morphology to energy migration dynamics
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Abstract
Fluorescence anisotropy measures the difference of fluorescence intensities emitted parallel and
perpendicular to the polarisation of the excitation light, which reports on the rotational motion of the entire
dye molecule within the excited-state lifetime. Fluorescence anisotropy provides information on the
mobility and orientation of the molecule and has been used to investigate protein-protein interactions and
protein fibril formation in cell dynamics studies.
We demonstrate the use of FAIM to map the fluorescence anisotropy in cells and monitor their change
upon the increase of the macromolecular crowding effect. We developed a new strategy that allows the
spatiotemporal visualization of the macromolecular crowding effect in cells. An amine-reactive
aggregation-induced emission (AIE) fluorogen is used as molecular rotor to label proteins in the
cytoplasm and the change in the protein mobility as well as local viscosity can be monitored by using
fluorescence anisotropy imaging (FAIM) and fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM), respectively1.
Fluorescence anisotropy is an experimental observable for energy migration as well in disordered
chromophores in condensed polymeric systems. In the absence of rotational diffusion of chromophores,
fluorescence depolarization or loss of initial fluorescence anisotropy, results from the randomization of the
initially photoselected emission transition dipole orientations through FRET.
We also demonstrate a systematic visualization of the unique photophysical and fluorescence anisotropic
properties of polyfluorene coplanar conformation (β-conformation) using (FLIM) and fluorescence
anisotropy imaging microscopy (FAIM) measurements in PFO and PODPF polymers. We observe
inhomogeneous morphologies and fluorescence decay profiles at various micrometer-sized regions within
all types of polyfluorene β-conformational spin-coated films. β-conformational regions have larger
fluorescence anisotropy for the low molecular rotational motion and high chain orientation, while the low
anisotropy in glassy conformational regions shows more rotational freedom of the chain and efficient
energy migration from amorphous regions to β-conformation as a whole2,3.
1)
Soleimaninejad, H., Chen, M. Z., Lou, X., Smith, T. A., & Hong, Y. (2017). Measuring
macromolecular crowding in cells through fluorescence anisotropy imaging with an AIE fluorogen.
Chemical Communications, 53(19), 2874-2877.
2)
Yu, M. N., Soleimaninejad, H., Lin, J. Y., Zuo, Z. Y., Liu, B., Bo, Y. F., ... & Wu, X. P. (2018).
Photophysical and fluorescence anisotropic behavior of polyfluorene β-conformation films. The journal of
physical chemistry letters, 9(2), 364-372.
3)
Yu, M., Lin, J., Li, Y., Soleimaninejad, H., Ou, C. J., Bai, L. B., ... & Smith, T. A. (2019). Emission
Enhanced and Stabilized by Stereoisomeric Strategy in Hierarchical Uniform Supramolecular Framework.
Chem.
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A scalable open-source analysis framework for large microscopy volumes
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Abstract
Modern automated methods for both light and electron microscopy enable the acquisition of image
volumes and time series of many tera- or even peta-bytes with thousands or millions of image tiles. These
images need to be stitched, aligned, artefact corrected, de-noised, de-convolved, analyzed, and
visualized, such as any other scientific image data. The sheer size of these volumes, however, makes
them inaccessible for the existing eco-system of tools. We have developed the simple N5 API and format
to access extremely large n-dimensional tensors from file-systems or cloud storage, and scalable tools to
process and visualize these data. We are using this software eco-system to lens- and flatfield-correct,
stitch, and align very large volumes imaged with electron microscopy or tiled lattice light-sheet
microscopy of expanded samples (ExM); we use it to run large scale machine learning based analysis of
these data, and to interactively proofread the results. I will give a brief introduction into N5 and how it
integrates nicely with the libraries ImgLib2 and Apache Spark, and the tools BigDataViewer and Paintera.
I will show-case several projects for which these tools have been instrumental: A new, high-resolution
statistical atlas of the Drosophila brain from resolution limited confocal microscopy images visualizing all
synapses, an automatic segmentation of all synapses in an electron microscopy volume of the fly brain,
and a registration of the resulting synapse cloud to the light microscopy atlas. I will show a few code
examples that demonstrate how unexpectedly convenient it can be to deal with such large data.
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Optical coherence tomography; a complement to optical microscopy!
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Abstract
Multicellular tumour spheroids are the model of choice for investigating drug efficacy in cancer research.
While growth characteristics can be studied using transmitted light microscopy, fluorescence labelling and
confocal microscopy would seem to be the best option for investigating the distribution of markers in such
samples. However, imaging such thick samples can be problematic once the diameter exceeds 100
microns.
Initial confocal microscopy studies of fluorescently labelled whole multicellular tumour spheroids were
conducted using a dry objective lens. However, a dark centre was consistently observed inside the
spheroid even when it was not expected based on the biology. It was uncertain whether the dark centre
was due to an area where no cells were present, incomplete stain penetration or was an imaging artefact.
Subsequent validation with histological processing and serial sectioning confirmed that the dyes were
penetrating throughout the spheroids. This indicated that the problem was more likely to be due to light
scattering and refractive index mismatch causing light scattering and limiting penetration into and out of
the sample.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) enables the determination of refractive index. Knowledge of the
optical properties of the spheroids enabled us to select immersion and mounting media for imaging that
better matched the refractive index of the samples, namely glycerol and ScaleView-A2. In addition, as
both of these immersion media are also optical clearing agents, transparency of the samples was much
improved.
Following optical clearing and mounting, together with the use of a specialised objective lens, we were
able to image much deeper into the intact spheroids confirming the use of OCT was complementary to
confocal microscopy.
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Differences in cell wall structure may contribute to the physical properties of
apple skin and influence fruit quality
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Abstract
In the fruit skin of apple (Malus x domestica) the different layers of the exocarp (cuticle, epidermis,
hypodermis) control water loss, defend against pathogens, produce skin-specific pigments and resist
against turgor-driven expansion of the underlying thin-walled cortical cells during growth. Using
immunolocalisation and epitope chromatography, distinct cell-type differences in cell wall composition in
the exocarp have been revealed during fruit development. Epidermal cell walls lacked pectic (1,4)-β-Dgalactan epitopes (associated with rigidity), whereas linear (1,5)-α-L-arabinan epitopes (associated with
flexibility) were exclusively present in the epidermal cell walls in expanding fruit and appeared in all cell
types only during ripening. Branched (1,5)-α-L-arabinan epitopes were uniformly distributed between cell
types. Laser capture microdissection and RNA sequencing has been used to explore transcriptomic
differences between the exocarp (epidermis and hypodermis) and the cortex, particularly those controlling
cell-type-specific wall modification. The RNA-seq data suggest that the control of cell wall composition is
achieved through cell-specific gene expression of hydrolases. In epidermal cells, this may result in the
degradation of galactan side chains by at least three β-galactosidases (BGAL7, BGAL10, BGAL11).
Together, these results suggest that flexibility and rigidity of the different cell layers in apple fruit during
development and ripening is determined, at least in part, by the control of cell wall pectin composition.
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Simultaneous polychromatic immunofluorescent staining of tissue sections
and consecutive imaging of up to 7 parameters by standard confocal
microscopy
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Abstract
Confocal microscopy has been an important imaging tool for life scientists for over 20 years. Early
techniques focused on indirect staining processes that involved staining with an unconjugated primary
antibody, followed by incubation with a secondary fluorescent antibody that would reveal and amplify the
signal of the primary antibody. With more and more directly conjugated fluorescent primary antibodies
becoming commercially available, staining with multiple fluorescent primary antibodies is now more
frequent. To date, staining with up to three primary antibodies and a nuclear dye is widely practiced.
We describe an important improvement to the standard polychromatic immunofluorescent staining
protocol that allows the simultaneous detection of 7 fluorescent parameters using a standard confocal
laser scanning microscope with 4 laser lines and 4 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). By incorporating
recently available tandem dyes that emit in the blue and violet regions of the visible light spectrum
(Brilliant BlueTM and Brilliant VioletTM), we were able to differentiate several additional fluorochromes
simultaneously. Due to the added complexity of 7-color immunofluorescent imaging, we developed a
clear methodology to optimize antibody concentrations and simple guidelines on how to identify and
correct non-specific signals. This technical advancement allows the user to implement polychromatic
staining at a level currently reserved only for spectral detectors microscopes and enables fast and reliable
7-parameter imaging using standard filter-based confocal microscopy.
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Understanding keratin intermediate filament formation in the wool follicle
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Abstract
A wool follicle is a tiny intact organ in a single sample, within which specialized cells derived from multiple
cell lines assemble, mature and cornify to make a wool fibre, containing 95% keratin and associated
proteins. Keratins, beginning in the follicle bulb, aggregate into intermediate filaments in a variety of
different ways to form directly into bundles called macrofibrils, which become infiltrated by a matrix of
keratin-associated proteins; these become the building blocks of hair. While the cell line specificity of
keratins and their expression sequence are known, the cytoplasmic biology is completely unknown. In
particular, the interactions between keratins as they polymerise into intermediate filaments within aligned
bundles, and whether subsequent migration and exchange of keratins occur within developing macrofibril
bundles.
Keratins, belonging to intermediate filament family are insoluble. Due to lack of globular domains, suitable
assembly inhibitors, and polymerization-prone character renders them challenging to be investigated
using conventional techniques such as crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy (1,2). Electron
tomography is a relatively recent technique to determine 3D ultrastructure at a resolution of 50 Å or
better. It is mostly used for cellular, sub-cellular, and bio-macromolecule complexes of such non-rigid
structures. Our aim is to use electron tomography to analyse the spatial distributions, orientations, and
interactions of different keratin types within forming macrofibrils and with cell junctions in wool follicles.
Tomographic tilt series of ultrathin high pressure frozen and freeze- substituted follicles would be
recorded over a tilt range of −60° to +60° at 1° intervals under low dose conditions with a JEOL 2200FS
200KV electron microscope and used for structural investigation. We anticipate that the 3D reconstruction
of the tilt series will enable us to better understand the filamentous organization of keratin into bundles of
macrofibrils.
References
1.
Kim S, Coulombe PA. Intermediate filament scaffolds fulfill mechanical, organizational, and
signaling functions in the cytoplasm. Genes Dev. 2007 Jul 1;21(13):1581–97.
2.
Norlen L, Masich S, Goldie KN, Hoenger A. Structural analysis of vimentin and keratin intermediate
filaments by cryo-electron tomography. sergej. 2007 Jun 10;313(10):2217–27.
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Abstract
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) has distinctly colored heartwood as a result of extractive deposition
during heartwood formation. This is known to affect natural durability and treatability with preservatives,
as well as other types of wood modification involving infiltration with chemicals. The distribution of
extractives in sapwood and heartwood of Douglas-fir was studied using fluorescence microscopy. Several
different types of extractive including flavonoids, resin acids, and tannins were localized to heartwood cell
walls, resin canals, and rays, using autofluorescence or staining of flavonoids with Naturstoff A reagent.
Extractives were found to infiltrate the cell walls of heartwood tracheids and were also present to a lesser
extent in sapwood tracheid cell walls, especially in regions adjacent to the resin canals. Förster
resonance energy transfer measurements showed that the accessibility of lignin lining cell wall
micropores to rhodamine dye was reduced by about 50%, probably as a result of cell wall-bound tanninlike materials which accumulate in heartwood relative to sapwood and are responsible for the orange
color of the heartwood. These results indicate that micro-distribution of heartwood extractives affects cell
wall porosity which is reduced by the accumulation of heartwood extractives in softwood tracheid cell
walls.
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NOBIAS, A new network of BioMedical image analysis
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Abstract
Quantitative multi-parametric analysis of biological imaging is fast emerging as a crucial area in
biomedical research. This progress towards increasingly advanced image analysis is made possible by
the confluence of molecular and cell biology, microscopy (and nanoscopy), image processing algorithms
and data science within a single biomedical image analysis workflow (see figure). Currently, NZ
researchers are doing high quality biomedical imaging through many different modalities. However, the
image processing and data analysis parts are mostly low throughput and manual. Collaboration between
the different disciplines to improve the image analysis workflows is largely ‘ad-hoc’ and many biological
researchers are not familiar with the ‘state of the art’ in the other domains (e.g. advanced image
processing algorithms for better object segmentation and parametrization or machine learning mediated
automatic classification of objects or unsupervised clustering of objects in multidimensional space to
identify new patterns and clusters).
In July 2018, the BIRU at The University of Auckland spearheaded the Network of BioMedical Image
Analysis (NoBIAs). This network aims to facilitate interaction between researchers from biomedical
sciences, computer science and data science. The network will serve as a forum for the researchers to
discuss analysis related issues and problems that they are facing. In addition, the group can share image
processing algorithms or ideas that have helped in past image analyses as well. The hope is that this
discussion would promote innovative and better image analysis of the large volumes of data generated.
The discussions may also then evolve into more concrete collaborations over time. The network is in its
early phase currently and it is trying to educate and train more cell biologist on advanced image analysis
strategies. With this large volume of image data, we can then utilise machine learning approaches to
classify and cluster these images to extract meaningful information from the images.
While the NoBIAs is being incubated by BIRU at The University of Auckland, it aims to be an inclusive
network and will expand members from outside the University as well and throughout NZ.
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Analytical STEM at 30 keV
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This paper will present state of the art results acquired with the new SU-9000EA dedicated analytical
STEM that works at 30 keV and less. This is the first STEM in the world to have EELS capabilities at
these electron energies. It has a resolution of 0,22 nm in bright field STEM imaging mode at 30 keV . It is
equipped with an Oxford Extreme SDD EDS detector that allows Lithium detection. With EELS and EDS,
results for Li detection will be presented and the challenges, in regards of quantification and beam
damage, will be covered. Examples of EELS analysis at 30 keV for nanomaterials will be presented as
well, including surface plasmon. The SU-9000EA allows to perform electron diffraction and CBED
patterns acquired at the nanoscale will be presented. High resolution imaging and quantitative x-ray
microanalysis at high spatial resolution will also be covered. Low voltage SEM will also be covered with
emphasis on high resolution imaging and quantitative x-ray microanalysis.
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Powder metallurgy of cost-effective Ti alloys – A microscopy perspective
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Abstract
Titanium is characterised by an outstanding combination of engineering properties making it the ideal
material for a great variety of applications. Nevertheless, its actual industrial adoption has been limited to
high demanding sectors, such as the aerospace industry, due to its higher cost with respect to other
competitor metals. The blending elemental powder metallurgy approach allows addressing reduction of
the titanium manufacturing cost from two sides: use of cheap alloying elements (i.e. Fe-bearing titanium
alloys) and processing via near net-shape methods (i.e. reduced machining and waste). This work
provides an overview of the use of basic and advanced microscopy techniques for the development of
cost-effective titanium compositions manufactured through alternative powder metallurgy methods such
as induction sintering and thermomechanical powder consolidation. Microstructural analysis and the
elaboration of the results obtained is used to justify the specific mechanical performance, which are
generally comparable or better than those of respective wrought alloys. In particular, phase identification,
chemical homogeneity, morphological analysis, texture data, grain orientations, and fractographic
analysis are all tools used to understand the mechanisms governing different materials’ behaviour and for
developing theoretical predictive and integrated models.
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Abstract
Gold-based smart plasmonic sensors are promising tool for today’s on-chip detection of biomolecular
binding, drug discovery, cancer detection and other clinical diagnosis. In this work, gold (Au) as a surface
plasmonic film of biophotonic sensor has been systematically investigated by correlating scanning
electron microscopy, electron backscatter diffraction, and atomic force microscopy techniques. In the
context of high-surface sensitivity, two critical aspects have been scrutinized on the nanoscale: (1)
surface topography, and (2) grain morphology of the Au-metallic film. Electron-beam and thermal
methods have been applied for Au deposition, and we found that the surface morphology, which includes
grain size and surface roughness of the Au-layer impacts the optical properties, quality factor and
sensitivity of the plasmonic nanohole array sensor. Meanwhile, the surface morphology and topographical
analyses revealed the nanomorphology of the Au film, where a nanograin size of ∼30-50 nm with special
nano-twinned boundaries and an extremely smooth surface of sub-nm are required for better surface
plasmonic resonance. Furthermore, based on these electron and atomic force microscopy results,
suggestions on sensitivity optimization are given to improve the performance of standard Au-based
biophotonic sensors. Our findings via powerful microscopy tools enable fresh and deep understanding of
performance−microstructure correlation of plasmonic sensor on the nanoscale, thus providing guidance
to design and fabricate high-performance sensor devices for biomedical applications.
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Leica THUNDER Imager – Decode 3D biology in real time
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Light microscopy is routinely used to answer a plethora of biological questions. Therefore, researchers
require clear data in real time. The data required is often for thick samples of biologically relevant model
organisms, tissue sections, and 3D cell cultures.
The current gold standard for imaging is pinhole-based point scanning systems to optically section thick
samples. However, these methods are often time consuming and expensive to implement.
Historically, widefield fluorescence microscopy has been incapable of imaging large sample volumes,
suffering from out-of-focus light which, significantly reduces contrast, effective dynamic range, and
ultimately, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an image.
Typical widefield fluorescence images, more often than not, display a haze and hence lack the desired
fine detail vital for subsequent analysis.
Here, Leica presents their unique THUNDER Imager product line with Computational Clearing, defining a
new class of instruments for high-speed, high-quality imaging of thick, 3D specimens. THUNDER imaging
technology detects and removes the out-of-focus blur for each image, making the signal of interest
directly accessible. It automatically takes all relevant optical parameters into account to achieve haze free
results at unprecedented speed and quality while conserving the true spatial dimensions of the sample
with respect to feature scale.
THUNDER powered solutions use minimally invasive widefield illumination without any additional
mechanical complexities which simplifies the workflow, while allowing to produce high quality
computationally cleared images on the fly. This makes THUNDER Imager a cost-effective and speedy
alternative to methods like confocal microscopy, structured illumination or spinning disc technology.
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Abstract
Scientists at Scion together with colleagues at ESR are investigating the impact of plastics on our marine
environment in a new project that has recently got underway in Lyttelton harbour (Whakaraupō). The
project – called AIM² (Aotearoa Impacts and Mitigation of Microplastics) is the first comprehensive
research investigating the impact of microplastics on New Zealand’s environment. It is estimated there
are over 15 trillion pieces of microplastic debris in the world’s oceans, 80 per cent of which originate from
land-based activities. Lead ESR scientist Olga Pantos says the problem is similar to climate change due
to its global scale and the broad array of potential risks it poses to ecosystem health and resilience,
human health and biosecurity. Two types of plastic are being trialled - nylon and polyethylene - both
commonly found in the marine environment, often in the form of fishing gear and food packaging. As well
as measuring the impacts, Scion scientist Lloyd Donaldson is using scanning electron microscopy to
study biofilms that may be degrading the plastics and the mechanisms they are using, with the hope of
finding some solutions to the plastic pollution problem. The trial is part of a five-year MBIE funded project
investigating the impacts of microplastics and the threat to New Zealand’s ecosystems, animals and
people. The project led by ESR and Northcott Research Consultants includes scientists from University of
Auckland, University of Canterbury, Scion and the Cawthron Institute along with primary industry, regional
councils, iwi and communities.
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Abstract
Aquaculture is a multi-million-dollar industry in New Zealand that is always striving to improve its practices
and to find new and more efficient ways of adding value to the New Zealand economy. The main
commercial species of shellfish in New Zealand are Greenshell mussels™ (Perna canaliculus) and
Pacific Oyster (Crassostrea gigas), with other species such as abalone (Paua, Haliotis iris), scallops
(Pecten novaezelandiae), and multiple species of clams such as Geoducks (Panopea zelandica), being
traded at different levels. All of these species have a similar early life history pattern where they spend
some time in the water column as larvae. During this stage of their lifecycle they rely heavily on invested
maternal energy, as well as on nutrition attained through food, to support their development during the
non-feeding developmental stages (e.g., embryonic development and during metamorphosis before
settlement). Energy is usually stored in the form of lipid droplets that are available when needed by the
embryo or larvae. The work presented here focuses on the application of a fluorescent lipid dye (Nile
Red) and optical slicing capabilities of a Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (LSCM) to visualise and
batch bio-image analysis, to identify and quantify energetic lipid. With this approach, the lipid droplet
distribution can be counted, measured and characterised for each individual larva. This high-resolution,
versatile method, can be used in many species to gain a better understanding of how energy is utilised
during early life stages and to better understand the implications for survival, and overall larval
performance. The method described is highly relevant for commercial hatchery operations, making it a
valuable tool for early life-stage health assessment. Its use may be extended to predict production yields,
thereby improving return on investment for the aquaculture industry.
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Abstract
The blood-brain barrier (BBB) tightly regulates drug transport to the brain. Hence, new treatment options
to enhance drug delivery across the BBB is needed. Previous studies have shown that glutathione (GSH)
conjugation on liposomes (GSH-liposomes) can enhance brain targeting efficiency. However, the role of
exocytosis from the multivesicular bodies (MVB) of brain endothelial cells in drug transport to the brain is
not established. Hence, we investigated the exocytosis of GSH-liposomes in human brain microvascular
endothelial cells (HBMECs) as a possible mechanism of drug transport and the influence of formulation
difference on exocytosis. GSH-liposomes (pH sensitive, GSH-PSL and non-pH sensitive, GSH-nPSL)
with 4 % GSH density and ideal physiochemical properties for brain delivery were developed by direct
conjugation of GSH to preformed DSPE-PEG-maleimide containing liposomes. Both formulations were
dual labelled with calcein/rhodamine-DOPE dyes and their exocytosis from HBMECs in serum free
medium (SFM) evaluated by live cell imaging using a confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM
710 inverted microscope, Carl Zeiss, Australia). The amount of the exocytosed vesicles from the cells
was quantified by fluorescence intensity using a Microplater reader (BioTek™ Synergy™ 2 Multi-Mode
Microplate Reader, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The exocytosed vesicles from cells in SFM after preincubation with GSH-liposomes were isolated by differential centrifugation and characterised in terms of
particle size, concentration and charge. The exocytosis of GSH-liposomes modified vesicles from
HBMECs were observed in the live cell imaging and dependent on the formulation properties. The
encapsulated calcein in the GSH-liposomes was diffused within the cytoplasm of HBMECs pre-treated
with GSH-PSL but not GSH-nPSL. Further, we observed that the released vesicles had the endolysosome tracker and liposomes membrane dye indicating the probable pathway for exocytosis as the
late endo-lysosome (MVB). However, only the exocytosed vesicles from the GSH-nPSL pre-treated cells
contained the calcein dye which shows the influence of formulation difference on exocytosis of the GSHliposomes payload. GSH-nPSL had significantly lower colocalisation efficiency with the endo-lysosomal
regions (p < 0.001) compared with GSH-PSL and further reduced over time due to exocytosis. Also, we
discovered that within the first 30 mins, about 3.6 folds of GSH-nPSL compared to GSH-pSL were
exocytosed from the cells. The pre-incubation of the cells with each form of GSH-liposomes produced
vesicles having different physiochemical properties (particle size and charge). The morphology of the
GSH-nPSL modified vesicles were similar to that of small extracellular vesicles (bilayered and spherical
under cryo-TEM). Our study provides useful information on the exocytosis of GSH-liposomes from the
brain endothelial cells and the influence of formulation difference. It also gives an insight on the possible
exocytosis pathway.
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Abstract
Oocyte (egg) cryopreservation allows the storage of oocytes from donors and women requiring fertility
preservation. Studies comparing assisted reproduction outcomes between fresh and frozen oocyte cycles
show that pregnancy and live birth rates are lower when frozen oocytes are used. High pressure freezing
(HPF) is known to improve ultrastructural preservation, and potentially molecular preservation of cells,
when compared to conventional fixation or vitrification methods. Some cell types survive HPF. However, it
is not known whether HPF can be used to preserve the viability of oocytes or embryos. We aimed to
determine if HPF could be used to cryopreserve sheep oocytes and whether this method improved
embryo development when compared to a conventional vitrification method. Sheep oocytes were frozen
by standard vitrification or HPF, with or without cryo-protectants (CP). Frozen oocytes were thawed, in
vitro fertilised and cultured for 8 days to determine the number undergoing cleavage and development to
blastocyst stage. The ultrastructure was compared following either freeze-substitution, or thawing and
fixing, embedding and sectioning. Vitrified and HPF oocytes, frozen without CP, did not survive thawing.
However, the ultrastructure of HPF oocytes without CP, following freeze substitution, was superior to
those HPF or vitrified with CP, and conventionally fixed oocytes. Cleavage rates were significantly lower
(P < 0.001) in oocytes HPF with CP (n = 49) compared to those vitrified with CP (n = 72). In conclusion,
our HPF method did not improve frozen oocyte quality, but did improve ultrastructural preservation.
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Abstract
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the most common autoimmune disease of the central nervous system (CNS),
with a prevalence in New Zealand of approximately 1 per 1,000 people and is characterised by
demyelinating lesions in the CNS. We have used the cuprizone toxin-induced model of MS to study
disease progression and test potential remyelinating therapies. C57BL/6 mice were fed a diet containing
0.3% cuprizone for six weeks, leading to significant demyelination in the corpus callosum. Using a range
of techniques, we have studied the level of demyelination, as well as the glial cells involved in the disease
progression and remyelination. Electron microscopy enabled evaluation of the structure of the myelin
sheath, while Black Gold II staining enabled quantification of the level of myelin present histologically.
Using confocal microscopy, we could differentiate between oligodendrocyte progenitor cells and mature
oligodendrocytes in the brain sections using specific marker staining. Furthermore, the tissue clearing
technique (RapiClear, SunJin Lab) provided a useful method to understand the role of oligodendrocyte
progenitor cells in cuprizone-induced demyelination throughout the brain. Gaining a better understanding
of the disease progression using the cuprizone demyelination model will help in designing and testing
better drugs for the treatment of MS
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Among Ti alloys, Ti-6Al-4V remains the most widely used material in biocompatible applications for its
excellent corrosion resistance. However, the use of it is related to a number of signficant drawbacks,
namely the relatively high Young's modulus compared with the cortical bone, high cost, the toxicity of
vanadium, and the high cost of production via casting method. To find substitute elements as well as
vanadium but cheaper and non-toxic, the aim of this study is, therefore, to investigate the production of
Ti-alloy via a cheap powder metallurgy method to take advantage of the cost reduction and freedom in
designing new compositions. This work presents a summary of the fundamental use of the SEM involved
in the project.
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